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Our Mission
The company is building a B2B cross border e-commerce platform
for global trade expansion with initial emphasis on Brazil and China.
Subscribers to the portal registered as BoaPin may access a variety
of tools and features which may allow them to enhance and increase
revenue initiatives. Some portal tools include: cross border
payments, blockchain solutions, smart contracts and multilingual
access. The multi-faceted e-commerce platform is scheduled for
launch in Q1 of 2019 and the BoaPin website is currently under
development.
About
Pacific Software, Inc. (OTC: PFSF) is an emerging technology
corporation positioned for investments, mergers and acquisitions of
software technologies and platforms. The Company is designing and
developing “BoaPin” an e-commerce trading platform focused on
cross border trade expansion with an International emphasis. The
Company is uniquely positioned to deliver a B2B and B2C ecommerce portal which will provide various solutions, applications
and tools for its subscribers including; IBM's Hyperledger Blockchain
"Backend as a Service" (BaaS) Infrastructure, fintech, digital
marketing, smart contracts, commodities search/match
applications, customs clearance, taxation data, product advertising
and logistics solutions.
The Company's e-commerce platform may improve product
traceability and deliver solutions to its subscribers for product
certification, marketing, logistics, commodities search/match
interface, trade finance, cross border payment solutions and
customs clearance through smart contract technology for global
supply chain management. Pacific Software Inc. is targeting several
key industries where its online applications and solutions could have
significant corporate impact in various forms including: Agriculture;
Fertilizers; Chemicals; Cosmetics; Electronics, Equipment, Apparel
and Controlled Substance Management.
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Investment Considerations
Designing and powering BoaPin an e-commerce,
cross border commodities trading platform creating
solutions for sectors highly reliant on supply chain
transparency, accountability and efficiency for
buyers
Business model allows for the formation of a wholly
owned subsidiary incorporated as HyperSoft
Ventures
Working relationship with IBM provides expertise on
supply chain implementations, blockchain
technology and applications
Management has more than 50 years of combined
experience in finance, M&A and investments
Advisory team led by Dr. Wang-Chan Wong, a 25year veteran of global IT enterprise
Recent Highlights
Develops Corporate Registry for cross border, multifaceted, B2B/B2C E-Commerce Platform to facilitate
trade expansion worldwide.
Letter of Intent with the Governor’s office of
Rondonia declaring mutual interest in promoting
exporters to China
Opened an office in Hong Kong and retained the
services of Wallace Lo, CFA, MBA and Fund Manager
of a licensed investment company in Hong Kong. Mr.
Lo now serves on our Advisory Board and acts as
President of Business Operations in China.
Signs an agreement with a Brazilian Trade
Organization where a portion of its 7,500 members
may enlist as subscribers

Disclaimer:This corporate summary includes forward-looking statements. Statement contained in this release that are not historical fact may be deemed forwardlooking statements. Investors are cautioned that forward–looking statements are inherently uncertain. Actual performance may differ materially from that projected or
suggested herein due to certain risks and uncertainties including without limitation the ability to obtain financing, regulatory approvals, competition and marketplace

